
General At-Home Workout Plan 

 
 The coaching staff is hoping all is well with you and your family during this time, and we cannot 

wait to see you again.  Remember our Core Values:  

Ride for the Brand – continue to be loyal to your school, teammates, and program as you try to 

prepare physically and take the steps to keep yourself and others healthy  

Character Counts – these are trying times that will break those that do not have character so stay 

tough and do what is right  

Championship Effort – maintain the level of excellence in all that you do including school work 

in different avenues now 

 Work Wins – those that continue to work during this time will achieve at a higher level than those 

that do not.  

 

It is hard to do these things when no one is there pushing you, intrinsic motivation always is, so if 

you need to have someone help you stay accountable, we can call, or have a teammate check in each day, 

etc.  Below is general at-home workout plan that you can do.  There are things to choose from and change 

up to prevent stagnation in your workouts.  There will be some specified weekly workouts to come, but 

this can always be used as a guide.  Athletic facilities have to be closed until April 3rd and we do not want 

you to violate the idea of social distancing, but you can check out a jump rope from us or a ball to throw 

with a teammate. 

 

Push-ups (100-200 reps that can build up per week) 

  Circuit with reps of 10 

Regular with hands outside of chest 

Diamond where hands are close to touching 

Wide grip with hands 6-12 inches outside of frame   

 

Decline Push-ups – Put feet on chair or bench and do regular push-ups trying to touch chest to floor.   

 

Bench Dips 

 

Plyo push-ups – stack books at the same level as each other about 6 inches high outside the frame of the 

chest. Push up and quickly touch top of the books. Get your hands under yourself on the return to the 

ground and touch chest before the next rep. Here is a video that will help explain this exercise 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s11x3f146qk 

 

Abs (100-200 reps that can build up per week) 

Sit-ups 

Crunches 

Side Crunches 

Candlesticks https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLEJq66_8GU 
Russian Twists https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czqBb2wB71o 
Flutter Kicks 

Scissor Kicks 

 

Timed Abs 

Plank and Side Plank Holds 

Six Inch Holds 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s11x3f146qk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLEJq66_8GU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czqBb2wB71o


Legs (100-150 Reps) 

 
Squats 

Lunges 

Self-Supported Piston Squat (Can use chair or hold onto door frame) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCoyhXL1Qo0 
Single Leg Squat https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4OUtEO27UM 
Step-ups – No bench, use a chair that is sturdy or steps of porch. 3x5 each leg driving the knee up with the 

toe flexed upward. 

 

Timed 
Wall Sits (:30-1:00 increase each week) 3-5 Reps substitutes for 20 reps  

 

Plyometrics 
 
Jump Rope Circuit (Can be checked out from Coaches) 

▪ Both Feet Forward 1:00 Minute 

▪ Right Foot :30 

▪ Left Foot :30 

▪ Side to Side :30 

▪ Front to Back :30 

▪ Alternating 1:00 

▪ Backwards :30 

 

Knees to Chest :30 x 3  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7i8YtfLkAw 
 
Dummy Jumps :30 x 2 – No dummy, a cone or string tied about 12-18 inches can be substituted 

 

Two Foot Hops for Distance – go across your yard in as few jumps as possible 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2o_6-Nyqyyc 
Single Leg Hops for Distance – go across your yard in as few jumps as possible 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0MGCdko0aU 

 

 

Sprints 
 
150s – Most city blocks are approximately 150 meters long.   

 

60 Second Run – Run as far as you can in 60 seconds to improve VO2 Max. One rep with 5-10 minute 

break 

 

Falling Starts – 3 x 20 yards - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Fy0JsLe04E 
Two Foot Explosive Starts – three big hops landing with both feet at the same time, then explode for 20 

yard sprint x3 

 

Single Foot Explosive Starts – same as above but on one foot x3 Right, x3 Left 

  
40 yard sprints – step off 40 yards, mark and run with 1 minute rest between reps 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCoyhXL1Qo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4OUtEO27UM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7i8YtfLkAw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2o_6-Nyqyyc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0MGCdko0aU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Fy0JsLe04E


 

Eye Hand/Reaction 

 
Tennis Ball Drills – Partner drills https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R42rz4DlYDA 
                                                       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbSqDkSLneM 
Game of Wall – Individual drills https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6AFL54sn854 
 
* Catching football, baseball or hitting a volleyball to one another can be done at 6 feet apart 

 

Agility  
Can use towels or any other marker if you do not have cones 

 
Pro Agility or 5-10-5 with 3-5 reps https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qYDXaXRodWc 

 
Nebraska or N Drill - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpj_UmRB6Ow 3-5 Reps 

 
Box Agilities – 5 yards apart with varying shuffle, sprint, backpeddle, carioca combinations 

 

Michigan or M Drill - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8OCKrQyvImc 

 

Mental Health 
        It is easy to get down during this time because you are out of your routine, you are not seeing people, 

and you feel alone.  Do not despair.  Lean on your faith and family at this time.  Do not hesitate to call a 

coach or teammate at this time even if it is just to talk. 

 

Diet 
        Try avoid eating out of boredom.  With events like these people have a common habit of snacking 

extra.  It is easy to down a bag of chips or candy while playing video games or watching movies.  It is 

hard to maintain a healthy diet sitting around, but you can by remembering to drink water, eat your fruits 

and vegetables, and limit the snack food. 

 

Stay Healthy  
        Follow the CDC guidelines of washing your hands, social distancing of 6 feet, cover cough and 

sneezes, clean and disinfect high traffic areas especially cell phones and door knobs, limit going out 

except for necessary items.  We cannot wait to see you again. 

 

Youtube 
Coach Caffey has a youtube simply under the name John David Caffey.  We will try to post 

content there.   

 

If you have questions please email me at jcaffey@yisd.org or call the office at 361-564-2252 ext 

206 
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